PRIVATE OASIS ON OCEAN DRIVE

WELCOME BACK TO THE OASIS ON OCEAN DRIVE

We missed being able to host our Bentley Family! As the safety of our guests is the number one priority we have, we’ve made a few changes to show you just how important you are to us. We followed official guidelines and ensured that everything is in order for your stay at the Bentley South Beach.

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

YOUR ARRIVAL

Upon your arrival to the Bentley South Beach, you will see that Ocean Drive has been closed to traffic from 5 pm to 10 pm daily. This allows you to be able to enjoy easy access to the restaurants, local shopping spots and our signature hotel. Upon entering the hotel, you will be greeted by a member of our Guest Services Team who will sanitize your luggage and personal items with UV technology. You will always be asked to wear a mask while on the property. Temperatures of all guests and visitors are taken, as well.

YOUR ROOM

Department visits, all rooms are thoroughly disinfected by our dedicated housekeeping team, using hospital grade materials. UV technology is also used on all frequently touched areas.

OUR COMMON AREAS

Team members are dedicated to clean locations that are frequently touched, at least five per day. These include, elevator buttons, checkout kiosks and more. Disinfecting stations are available for your convenience to regularly sanitize frequently touched objects. For your safety, hand sanitizer is placed at the front desk to be used by guests whenever required. Our guidelines are constantly reviewed and placed in the lobby and in each elevator.

OUR TEAM

Prior to returning to work, each member of our staff has been tested for COVID-19. Our team is temperature checked each morning and provided with the protective gear necessary. They practice the necessary social distancing offered approvals of the CDC and the State required to ensure your comfort and safety.

WE CANNOT WAIT TO SEE YOU SOON!

www.thebentleyhotel.com